



















Cosmos Naturally Evolved to One Time Dimension and Three Spatial Dimensions
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The Universe that began from the big bang—the elements of the bang are D0-branes—space-time
is a fuzzy concept in which the space-time coordinates are matrices that do not commute, through
its dynamical evolution would naturally and singly emerged D−1-branes—the single dimension of
time and selected out D3-branes—the three spatial dimensions in which we live!
PACS numbers: 04.50.+h; 04.60.Kz; 98.80.-k
Introduction: Perhaps the most ambitious problems in
cosmology are the questions of the initial conditions of
the Universe and why our experienced Universe is only
one time dimension and three spatial dimensions. In this
paper we present a completely new scenario: the Universe
was determined by the cosmological dynamical evolution.
The three years WMAP data [1] found “smoking gun”
about inflationary big bang—that means space-time and
everything with a beginning. The big bang stretched
the fabric of space-time and set off the chain of events
that brought us to the Universe we know and love to-
day. But there’s always been some problems with big
bang theory. For example, when you squeeze the entire
Universe into an infinitesimally small, but stupendously
dense package, at a certain zero point—singularity, our
laws of physics—general relativity (GR) and quantum
mechanics (QM), simply break down. GR and QM
are the theories with space-time, but big bang singu-
larity is the beginning of space-time, in which space-
time do not exist. They just don’t make sense any-
more. So we need a theory that without space and
time to understand the nature of big bang singularity.
Based on the first principle—supersymmetry, physicists
who work with a concept called string/M-theory [2] en-
vision the Universe as an eerie place with nine/ten spa-
tial dimensions and one time dimension. M-theory is
an 11-dimensional quantum theory of gravity that is
believed to underlie all superstring theories. Evidence
for M-theory is still only circumstantial—no complete
background-independent formulation of the theory ex-
ists as yet. BSSF Matrix theory [3] appears to be a
nonperturbation realization of M-theory, it has shown
that something known as a D0-brane—the most funda-
mental ingredient in M-theory, an object that behaves
somewhat like a point particle at large distances but
has drastically different properties at short ones—gives
us a glimpse of the spaceless and timeless realm. It
show us that conventional notions of space-time cease
to have relevance before the cosmic Planck time—that
corresponds to big bang singularity. We propose that
under conventional cosmological evolution—the 11th di-
mension of Matrix Cosmos vanished (supersymmetry
broke), after cosmic Planck time, conventional space and
time naturally emerged, D0-branes became democracy
of branes—p-branes, p = −1, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, BPS
and non-BPS states, and meanwhile gravity separated
from other three forces—space-time emerged, quantum
gravity (QG) ended. The case D−1-branes is when all
the space and time coordinates are fixed, usually, this is
called D-instantons, here, D−1-branes is explained as the
time dimension.
Superstrings live in a 10-dimensional space-time, but
we observe a 3 + 1-dimensional space-time, so we curl
up the extra 6-dimensions into a small space [2], this
is an anthropic principle, no fundamental physical prin-
ciple singles out three dimensions. The big question is
why our experienced Universe in only three spatial di-
mensions instead of four, or six, or nine. In one interpre-
tation of string theory, called braneworlds [4, 5], those
extra dimensions are large, perhaps even infinite, and
our Universe is just a large D3-brane drifting in a higher-
dimensional space. However, that does not explain why
our brane Universe has three rather than, say, four or
seven dimensions.
There have been several attempts to address this ques-
tion. Brandenberger and Vafa argued [6] that four space-
time dimensions are singled out because the worldsheet of
a string occupies two dimensions and in four dimensions
two two-dimensional worldsheets will intersect. Their ar-
gument leads to the following picture. In the first mo-
ment of the Universe, the wrapped strings constrict all
of the circular dimensions (Planck size radii) to try to
expand, but the strings which wrap these dimensions
are highly likely to collide, the collisions will involve
string/antistring pairs, leading to annihilations that con-
tinually lessen the constriction, allowing these three di-
mensions to expand. This is an interesting scenario, but
this solution is that relies on strings being the sole im-
portant objects in string theory, whereas we know that
branes also play a critical role.
Another more recent suggestion by [7] was where the
Universe is created via a sequence of brane/antibrane an-
nihilations. The 4-branes and larger branes would van-
ished. The scenario is very interesting but does not con-
sider the causality—the intersections of branes will be
restricted by causality.
Durrer, Kunz and Sakellariadou suggested [8] that the
2worldvolume of any larger branes would. Their argument
was that larger branes can therefore unwind, whereas
3-branes would survive. This model is very interesting
but the unwinding mechanism they suggest flawed—the
branes would generally merge to form new (p,q)-type
branes.
Recently, Karch and Randall proposed [9] that the Uni-
verse started and diluted as it expanded—what they call
the “relaxation principle”—favored formation of three
and seven-dimensional realities. This scenario is very im-
portant and interesting, but 7-branes also dominate the
Universe, not only 3-branes, and other smaller higher-
dimensional branes are existent. Another major issue is
the origin of four-dimensional gravity.
In type IIB Matrix theory [10], four-dimensional space-
time could naturally emerged, but relies static criteria—
does not cosmological dynamics.
After big bang, the elements and everything of the Uni-
verse are only p-branes, everything we see and experi-
ence is stuck to one of those higher branes. We suggest
that dynamics, rather than static criteria, dermines the
brane (vacuum) in which we live. The idea is that there
are many conceivable branes, as would be described, for
instance, in a string landscape—democracy of branes.
But rather than invoking the anthropic principle to chose
among them, we allowed the Cosmos to evolve naturally
in 10-dimensional space-time, without making any addi-
tional assumptions, the ones that only survived displayed
D3-branes—brane Universes, D1-branes—maybe mag-
netic monopoles of brane Universes, F-strings—elemental
particles and D−1-branes—time, that dominate in a con-
sistent stable cosmological scenario. The progress oc-
curred at the epoch that from Planck time to before in-
flation. At that time, the elements were only branes,
not conventional elemental particles (such as quarks and
leptons—they emerged after inflation), and the three
nongravitational forces appeared as one, as symmetric
as they could possibly be.
With enough energy—inflation does, D3-branes and
D1-branes grow to enormous size, D3-branes =⇒
braneworlds, D1-branes =⇒ cosmic strings.
Evolving to the single dimension of time and three
spatial dimensions: Some 13 billion or years ago [1],
the Universe erupted from an enormously, singular event,
which spewed forth all space, time and all of matter. We
don’t have to search far to locate where the big bang
occurred, for it took place where we are now as well as
everywhere else; in the beginning, all locations we now
see as separate were the same location. 10−43 seconds
after big bang, the so-called Planck time (the correspond-
ing cosmic scale is Planck length: lPl = 10
−35 m), cor-
responding to QG theory will describe a Universe that
evolves to a form in which a background of coherent ev-
erything emerges, yields the conventional notion of space
and time. BFFS have even proposed a rigorous definition
of M-theory know as Matrix theory [3], which is based on
an infinite number of D0-branes. In this picture space-
time is a fuzzy concept in which the space-time coordi-
nates x, y, z, ... are matrices that do not commute e.g.
xy 6= yx. Studies with these D0-branes indicate that
ordinary geometry is replaced by something known as
noncommutative geometry: [x, y] = i△2. Noncommuta-
tive space-time naturally emerges in Matrix theory [11].
So Matrix theory describes the nature of the big bang
singularity, and we suggest that Matrix theory applies
only to the singularity—the whole Cosmos is noncom-
mutative, and QG exists only in big bang singularity. Its
starting point is a large collection of D0-branes in light-
cone frame. The lightcone coordinate x+ is fundamental
and theory is an ordinary quantum mechanical system
with x+ being the time, it means being. The transverse
coordinates of D0-branes xi are the variables in quan-
tum mechanical system. They are not numbers, they
are N -dimensional matrices. The standard interpreta-
tion as positions of the D0-branes arises only when the
D0-branes are far apart. Then the matrices are approx-
imately diagonal and their eigenvalues are the positions
of D0-branes. In that sense the transverse dimensions
emerge from the simple quantum mechanical system. A
particular spatial direction x11 called the longitudinal di-
rection, emerges holographically. The new dimension is
not one in which the branes can move/vibrate, it is re-
lated to the size of the matrices N , p11 = N/R → ∞
(the infinite momentum frame—IMF). The Matrix the-
ory is supposed to describe D0-branes decoupled from all
other degrees of freedom, in which string coupling con-
stant gs →∞, and x
11 of R = gsls gets uncompactified.
Matrix theory is a full QG theory and it corresponds
to the big bang singularity (none space and time means
the Universe has not size), in which all forces are only
one. But the Matrix Cosmos is unstable and the su-
persymmetry would broke (the state that spaceless and
timeless with the highest symmetry). The IFM frame
p11 → ∞ means that R = 1/p11 → 0. Type IIA Ma-
trix theory (BSSF scenario) and type IIB string the-
ory are T-duality, RIIA → ∞ ⇔ RIIB → 0. Then
the longitudinal direction x11 is unstable and vanished
(that as a tachyonic system)—big bang (the details for
a forthcoming publication [12]), type IIA Matrix theory
became type IIB string theory (this is stood by the type
IIB Matrix theory that without the longitudinal direction
[10]), type IIB string theory too is most naturally formu-
lated in 9 + 1-dimensions. Then the conventional space
and time emerged: xi ≥ lPl, D0-branes became democ-
racy of branes—p-branes, p = −1, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,
BPS and non-BPS states, and meanwhile gravity sepa-
rated from other three forces—the conventional space-
time emerged, quantum gravity (QG) ended. Then
the Universe with space-time is described by type IIB
string theory, and it would naturally evolved through its
dynamics—expands.
After big bang, the elements of the Universe are only
p-branes. These objects can be divided into three broad
classes according to their properties for weak funda-
mental string coupling gs [13]: (I) Fundamental strings
(F-strings), whose tension Tp ∼ m
2
s, (II) “Solitonic





s , and (III) Dirichlet or D-branes, whose ten-
sion Tp ∼ m
p+1
s /gs ∝ E. It has shown that the en-
ergy/mass of the extended objects of every dimension
except for F-strings is inversely proportional to the value
of the associated string coupling constant gs. This means
that with weak string coupling—cosmic expansion, all
branes but F-strings will be enormously massive—orders
of magnitude heavier than the Planck energy.
With UV-IR relations using an IR-cutoff l in the bulk
amounts to introducing a UV-cutoff E on boundary, and,
in its simplest case, l = KE, whereK is a constant. Since
there are two natural fundamental length scale of string
theory, such as the Planck length lP or the string length
scale ls, lPl ≪ ls, then the relations read:
l = El2Pl; l = El
2
s . (1)
With enough energy, a brane could grow to enormous
size.
After big bang, there are BPS states (type IIB Dp-
branes) and non-BPS states [14] (type IIA Dp-branes,
p = 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, that are unstable) in the Universe.
Type IIB Dp-branes: Here we find branes for all odd
values of p [13],
p = − 1 1 3 5 7 9 . (2)
So, after big bang, there are only stable type IIB Dp-
branes, NS5-branes and F-strings in the Universe. The
case p = −1 describes an object which corresponds to a
“time dimension”, whose tension
Tp ∼ m
−1+1
s /gs = 1/gs ∼ E, (3)
with cosmic expansion—gs decreases, Tp and E increase,
Eq. (3) corresponds to the cosmic time and the sec-
ond law of thermodynamics. That only emerged −1-
dimensional D-branes rather than other negative num-
bers dimensional D-branes after big bang, it determines
that there is only the single dimension of time in the
Universe.
The D1-brane is a D-string, it and F-string are S-
duality. The D9-branes are space-time filling branes with
no coupling to any R-R field strength, while p = 3 yields
the self-dual D3-brane (which we note has worldvolume
of observable 3 + 1-dimensions). The D−1-brane and
D7-brane are electromagnetic duals of one another, as
are the D1-brane and the D5-brane.
The most generally, the Universe filled with equal num-
bers of branes and antibranes that began only in the big
bang, all of D-branes and NS5-branes are as large as the
spatial dimensions.
The question of whether branes can generically find
each other depends only on their dimensionality [8].
Based on the simple geometry, if the sum of the space-
time dimensions of the paths swept out by each of two
d-branes is greater than or equal to the space-time di-
mensions n + 1 of the arena through which they are
moving then they will generically intersect, the reads:
2(d+ 1) ≥ n+ 1.
For the case n = 9, which is the critical dimension of
string theory, we see that branes with d ≥ 4 will intersect
and annihilate at an instant in time, while generic branes
with d ≤ 3 (based on 2(d + 1) < n + 1) will not find
each other. Then, there are only D3-branes, D1-branes,
F-strings and D−1-branes in the Universe. The simple
counting is very interesting but that does not consider the
causality—the intersections of branes will be restricted
by causality.
After big bang, the Cosmos to evolve naturally as it
expands, based on type IIB string theory. Starting with
the n+ 1 dimensional Robertson Walker metric [9]
ds2 = −dt2 +R2(t)dΣ2k, (4)
with n = 9 dimensional maximally symmetric spatial ge-
ometry Σk=−1,0,1 (this is the natural dimensionality for
the supersymmetry algebra), the dynamical equations of








the Universe’s cosmological evolution is dominated by the








where w, determines the equation of state of the matter
system, p = wρ. The right hand side of (5) is dominated
by the branes of given w ones can solve for the time
dependence of R and ρ in that era:




The most interesting for us are the w values of net-
works of branes. A string has ρ = −p like a cosmological
constant, but only one component of p is non-zero, so
with strings in random directions in n = 3 spatial di-
mensions the average p is going to be − 13ρ. In the same
way one can argue that a d-brane with a d+1 dimensional
worldvolume in n spatial dimensions has w = − dn . For a
non-interacting d-brane according to (7) the energy den-
sity goes as ρed ∼ R
d−n ; the volume of the brane goes as
Rd, but the volume of space goes like Rn, so the volume
density also goes as ρvd ∼ R
d−n. And if the branes can
intersect ones expect them to decay and hence to dilute
much faster. To see how the energy and volume density
of such a intersecting branes network behaves as a func-
tion of time one can follow the same very general line of
logic that is usually applied for cosmic strings [15]: The
intersections and decay processes happen at the maxi-
mum efficiency allowed by causality, the network at any
time looks the same when viewed at the horizon scale t.
This is often referred to as the scaling solution. The total
length of string and the interval of two strings within a
4horizon volume is hence some number times t. Similarly
the total volume of d-brane some number times td. The




The generic situation is that any branes that can find
each other will interact and trigger some decay mecha-
nisms that will work with an efficiency only limited by
causality.
Brane-antibrane pairs generically contain a tachyon
[14]. The case of D0, 2, 4, 6 and 8-branes is trickier,
type IIA Dp-branes are non-BPS states. In the case of
D9-branes, that tells us that D9-branes will generically
annihilate since they overlap completely at all times. So
D9-branes will not have energy and volume density that
scales as above, but will have zero density for all times.
We now turn to the case of d ≤ 3. This is where
the significance of three dimensions becomes appar-
ent. Were there no brane intersections, the higher-
dimensional branes would dilute much more slowly. How-
ever, the intersections change the dilution so that the case
of d ≤ 3 and d ≥ 4 can compete.
For d ≤ 3, the branes dilute as Rd−n (that does not
include F-strings for their Tp ∼ m
2
s that is independent
from gs, also D−1-branes for they does not inhabit spa-
tial volume), whereas for higher d, they scale as td−n.
Among the branes with d ≤ 3, it is clear that the D3-
branes will dilute the least. To resolve the competition
between d ≤ 3 and d ≥ 4, ones need to know the relation
between R and t. One option is to take the D3-brane
energy and volume density to dominate, w = − dn =
− 39 = −
1
3 . The resulting time-dependence of the scale






(1−1/3) = R3, R = t1/3. D3-
branes dilute as R3−9 = R−6 ⇔ t1/3(−6) = t−2. It is
clear D7-branes also dilute as t7−9 = t−2, so, only D7-
branes can compete with D3-branes. Since D3-branes,
D7-branes, F-strings and D−1-branes dominate the en-
ergy and volume density and hence the evolution of the
10-dimensional Universe, and D1-branes, D5-branes and
NS5-branes would be smaller.
A surprising feature of D-branes is that their low-
energy spectra also include gauge fields. Both scalars and
gauge fields arise from the fact that open F-strings end
on D-branes (see from the brane, their interactions are
point-like), also open D-strings end on D-branes, while
gravitational sector consists of closed F-strings propa-
gating in the higher-dimensional bulk.
The Universe filled with equal numbers of branes and
antibranes naturally came to be dominated by D3-branes,
D7-branes, F-strings and D−1-branes, the large number
of D3-branes/antiD3-branes would provide a natural re-
alization of AdS4+1/CFT3+1 (type IIB string theory on
S5 × AdS4+1 (with gravity) is equivalent to N = 4 su-
persymmetric SU(N) gauge theory in 3 + 1-dimensions
(without gravity) [16]. Now, we are looking for type
IIB supergravity [2], where its fields include the met-
ric, two scales Φ and C, two-form potentials BMN and
CMN , a four-form potential CMNPQ whose five-form field
strength is self-dual. Due to D3-branes/antiD3-branes
came to be dominated in the Universe, the self-dual five-
form field strength is nonzero (D3-branes/antiD3-branes
are self-dual), then 10-dimensional Minkouski space en-
tirely separated to two parts, one is S5 with the posi-
tive curvature (all of D3-branes inside here), another is
AdS4+1 with the negative curvature (all of antiD3-branes
inside it—based on AdS4+1/CFT3+1)—corresponds to
negative cosmological constant, this is the origin of the
matter/antimatter asymmetry. S5 × AdS4+1 ia a natu-
ral solution in the Universe that was dominated by D3-
branes/antiD3-branes.
In the case of S5 × AdS4+1, D7-branes vanished and
that are not existent, and all of D5-branes and NS5-
branes will generically annihilate since they overlap com-
pletely in S5 at all times.
So, there are only D3-branes, D1-branes, F-strings and
D−1-branes in S5 × AdS4+1 that the Universe under
conventional cosmological evolution. The expains the
number of dimensions that are experienced in our vis-
ible Universe is three. The everything we see around us,
like matter and light, is made of open F-strings, and the
ends of each string are tied to D3-brane. But closed F-
string do exist, and one kind is responsible for gravity
it’s called a graviton, there are no loose ends to tie down,
so gravitons are free to escape into other dimensions, di-
lating the strength of gravity and making it seem weaker
than the other forces of nature.
The progress occurred at the epoch that from Planck
time to before inflation, at that time, the elements were
only branes, not conventional elemental particles (such as
quarks and leptons—they emerged after inflation), and
the three nongravitational forces appeared as one. The
scenario is bolstered by the model [17] of Arkani-Hamed,
Motl, Nicolis and Vafa, see Figure 1. Their conjecture is
that it naturally suggests that U(1) effective gauge theory
(that a 3 + 1-dimensional theory) break down at a scale
Λ well bellow Planck scale Λ ∼ gMPl (not far from the
GUT scale), where g is the U(1) gauge coupling constant.
The S5 × AdS4+1 will inflate naturally, it is a single
field noncommutative inflation about S5 × AdS4+1, our
D3-brane lives in S5. The is a critical question that we
would like to see checked in detailed work [12].
According to (1), with enough energy (inflation does),
D3-branes and D−1-branes but F-strings grow to enor-
mous size, D3-branes =⇒ braneworlds, D1-branes =⇒
cosmic strings. Open D-strings are explained as the mag-
netic monopoles, that ended on D3-branes. The energy
and volume density of D-strings/magnetic monopoles are
smaller than other objects in our D3-braneworld, it does
not rely inflation, but inflation done too. The case for
the existence of cosmic strings has just been boosted
[19]. If ones can confirm these cosmic strings are D-
strings/magnetic monopoles, it will be direct evidence
for the existence of D3-branes and extra dimensions. The
gravitational waves also provide a potentially large win-
dow into cosmic strings (LIGO) [15].
Due to D3-branes as our visible and experienced Uni-
verse, our 3-dimensional Universe can not be quan-
tized, D3-brane is a quantum, the minimal length scale
5M PlGUTM ln (E)
1/g 2
Plg M
FIG. 1: Here we used the copy of Fig. 5 in [17]. Because
the gauge couplings at very high scales are smaller than one,
their conjecture naturally predicts the existence of a new scale
beneath the Planck scale. Our progress occured at the scale
that from MPl to MGUT . There are many conceivable vacua,
as would be described, for example, in the string landscape
from MPl to gMPl, Vafa and Douglas suggested [18] that the
landscape is surrounded by an even more vast swampland,
thus we view the vast landscape of vacua as a relatively small
island in an even more vast swampland of quantum inconsis-
tent but semiclassically consistent effective field theories. Our
scenario is that dynamics, rather than the anthropic princi-
ple and static criteria, determines the vacuum (D3-branes) in
which we live from MPl to MGUT . gMPl—D3-branes domi-
nated, MGUT—AdS4+1/CFT3+1.
∆xp ≥ ls does not hold for D-branes [20]. So our 3 + 1-
dimensional space-time is a classical and GR’s Universe.
Concluding thoughts: In this paper we allowed the
Cosmos to evolve naturally, space and time emerged
spontaneously. After big bang, there are many conceiv-
able vacua—the branes/string landscape. It is that dy-
namics, rather than the anthropic principle and static
criteria, determines the brane/vacuum in which we live.
Loeb suggests [21] that the anthropic argument could
then be ruled-out at a confidence level of ∼ 99.9%, which
constitutes a satisfactory measure of good experimental
test. Some single filed inflation models that better agree
with the available CMB and LSS data including the three
years WMAP data [22]. We wish to determine everything
by the cosmic dynamical evolution that does not rely the
anthropic principle and static criteria.
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